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We believe energy for transport must be affordable, for everyone.

Affordability is not just about money. Environmental impact, energy availability and 
community resilience are equally important.

Solar energy, captured and stored by nature as solid biofuel, will provide affordable 
energy for transport.

AAdvanced steam locomotives use solid biofuel responsibly by transporting loads on 
highly efficient railway systems, using raw solid biofuel directly and requiring few 
resources to build and maintain.



Two key principles underpin the Mackwell boiler technology:

1.  No heat is removed until combustion is complete. 
2.  Fast-moving water is heated inside small robust tubes.

We have reinvented the locomotive boiler, eliminating the sparks 
and smoke that traditional boilers emit when fed solid biofuel.
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Mackwell Locomotive Co’s advanced steam boiler technology
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ZeroLoco™ combines Mackwell boiler technology with a highly successful articulated 
locomotive concept and state of the art mechanical design.

The long articulated wheelbase ensures an extremely stable ride allowing the ZeroLoco™ to glide around the 
tightest curves and climb steep grades. The high power-to-weight ratio of ZeroLoco™ gives maximum drawbar 
power with the minimum of steel. ZeroLoco™ is designed for bi-directional operation, no turning facilities are 
necessary.

Large water capacity is provided beyond typical service requirements,  allowing the locomotive’s weight to be 
actively adjusted to accommodate sections of lightly laid track.

FFuel bunker capacity is large to enable the use of the lowest-cost grades of solid biofuel without compromising 
the useful range of the locomotive

An enclosed, climate controlled cab is provided, eliminating the hot working conditions experienced on 
traditional steam locomotives. Air suspended seats are fitted to minimise operator fatigue. Facilities are provided 
for using the heat of the boiler to prepare hot beverages and cook food.
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The ZeroLoco is articulated on a highly successful pattern invented in 1908 by 
Herbert William Garratt. On curves, Garratt’s invention results in the locomotive’s 
centre of gravity moving inwards, aiding stability, especially on narrow gauge lines. 

Supplies of solid biofuel and water are carried by the driving wheels, improving 
adhesion. The ZeroLoco's design distributes its weight over a long length, reducing 
bridge stress. 



Tightly sealed lightweight pistons convert superheated steam into kinetic energy to 
haul trains. Piston thrust is transferred through rolling element bearings and alloy 
steel rods to crankpins on each axle. 

A simple mechanism named Southern valve gear controls the direction and power 
output of the locomotive. Being external, the moving parts of the transmission are 
simple and time effective to maintain. 

TThe ZeroLoco can be quickly reversed without stopping and dynamic 
counter-pressure braking is provided to minimise brake wear.
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THE FUTURE IS NOT BUSINESS AS USUAL...


